
Year Venue Winners Runner-up 3rd place
2001 Wrocław Australia (68 pts) Poland (65 pts) Sweden (51 pts)

2002 Peterborough Australia (64 pts) Denmark (58 pts) Sweden (54 pts)

2003 Vojens Sweden (62 pts) Australia (57 pts) Denmark (53 pts)

2004 Poole Sweden (49 pts) Great Britain (48 pts) Denmark (32 pts)

2005 Wrocław Poland (62 pts) Sweden (34 pts) Denmark (31 pts)

2006 Reading Denmark (45 pts) Sweden (37 pts) Great Britain (36 pts)

2007 Leszno Poland (55 pts) Denmark (52 pts) Australia (29 pts)

2008 Vojens Denmark (49 pts) Poland (46 pts) Sweden (39 pts)

2009 Leszno Poland (44 pts) Australia (43 pts) Sweden (36 pts)

2010 Vojens Poland (44 pts) Denmark (39 pts) Sweden (35 pts)

2011 Gorzów Wielkopolski Poland (51 pts) Australia (45 pts) Sweden (30 pts)

2012 Målilla Denmark (39 pts) Australia (36 pts) Russia (30 pts)

2013 Prague Poland (41 pts) Denmark (40 pts) Australia (34 pts)

2014 Bydgoszcz Denmark (38 pts) Poland (37 pts) Australia (36 pts)

2015 Vojens Sweden (34 pts) Denmark (32 pts) Poland (27 pts)

2016 Manchester Poland (39 pts) Great Britain (32 pts) Sweden (30 pts)

2017 Leszno Poland (50 pts) Sweden (42 pts) Russia (18 pts)
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